5th annual cycle:
"INTERNATIONAL VOCATIONAL TRAINING DAY
RESEARCH - ADVANCES IN NEUROSCIENCES IN LINK WITH NON-CONVENTIONAL MEDICINE."
OUR EVENT IS AN OFFICIAL PARTNER OF EUROPEAN VOCATION SKILLS WEEKS (EVSW) 2020
IN COLLABORATION WITH THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION
https://ec.europa.eu/social/vocational-skills-week/partners_en

Theme: "NEUROSCIENCE BREATHING AND WELLNESS: performance and protocols to Traditional and Natural Care Practices TNCP©"

These days will be in partnership with our member partner Smart Heath Source (HSS, DZ) on ZOOM, in EN on 29 and 30 October 2020.
A flat fee for these 4 days will allow you unlimited replay on the YouTube channel of REFORMED aisbl and ZOOM of HSS.
The price of 170 euros (120 if members) included if orders until October 20.

INFORMATION AND CONTACT contact@reformed-eu.org  www.reformed-eu.org

Our main goal:
Bringing together at European and international level, actors, Medical Doctors and non-doctors practitioners, working for the Training and recognition of Non-Conventional Medicines or term MNC, officially filed

Summary
Neuroscience is part of our care practices but also in the way we train learners. it is with this in mind that since 2012 we have organized events on this theme. Last year a link between microbiota and neuroscience was proposed. This year we took the breath and following the Traditional Medicines Chinese and Japanese the energy link between intestines and lungs. The disciplines proposed in a global vision will be Kampo Japanese medicine, sport and relaxation, environment, cardiac coherence, quantum, nutrition, and of course neuroscience, all in connection with psTN Traditional and Natural Care Practices© which we have been advocating in our organization for more than 10 years. In this pre-winter period, traditional and natural care protocols will be offered to you, with mutual respect between doctors and non-doctors. We will present the validated training programmes and the list of learners who have taken this accredited and labelled course, following the European recommendations.